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this is for those of you who don't use a credit card. if you
use one, the activation screen is so plain it doesn't even ask

for your cc number. if you enter it and click "go," the
activation code will simply appear on the screen--no oobe,
no nonsense, no need to chat with the support workers, no
"i like apples" gag. the greenreaper (laurence parry) share
twitter facebook no identifiable information ( score:4 ) by

barefootclown ( 267581 ) writes: on tuesday june 05, 2001
10:36pm ( #96244 ) homepage this is an official release
note. somewhere around half the code and application
development is done, we release the game. however, it

must be beta tested and given some minor tweaks to make
it even better. this is not the case for empires as the game
is already complete except that we also need to give a beta

for the client. we have a bunch of exciting features in
empires which makes the game different from all other

space empire games. for example, the battle system, which
was already in the 1.0 beta, is even better in this version
and there are still many many more features left to be

introduced. the programming for these features is all done,
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they just need to be tested. this process takes time and you
will see the game slowly progressing. it is based on the

method of quality control. it takes time to make sure that
each feature is working fine. the greenreaper (laurence

parry) share twitter facebook no identifiable information (
score:1 ) by barefootclown ( 267581 ) writes: on wednesday
january 07, 2001 10:21pm ( #96243 ) homepage this one is

really unnecessary since most people aren't going to be
bothering with activation or cd keys in any way -
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windows mobile devices also have a web browser. you
would like to know how to make it work in firefox, google

chrome or internet explorer. you want to make it work like
you know it in the windows desktop browser. the trick is to

open another browser. open the start menu or desktop
search and tap on internet explorer, firefox or chrome.

launch the browser and you are set to go. in more
advanced cases, you would like to see all the children of a
page in a single quote, you can use the following xmlnode:

system.xml.xmldocument doc = new
system.xmldocument();

doc.load(server.mappath("~/xml/test.xml")); xmlelement
rootelement = doc.documentelement; var node = rootelem

ent.selectsinglenode("//div[contains(@id,'insert')]");
textbox1.text = node.innertext; when you have installed

the product successfully, congratulations! you would like to
get a trial so that you can check out what the application is

like and see if it is right for you. to get started on the
important things, you want to activate the trial by entering

the full licence key that you got from the website. this is
rather easy if you know it like the back of your hand, but

were going to show you and others how to proceed in case
you need to figure it out in the future. the trial comes with

an activation code that is base on the serial number we
gave you when you bought the software. so, if you want to

use the full version, you need to start with the serial
number and enter the activation code. you will get a

success message if you enter the code correctly. this step is
rather simple. next, you want to allow automatic installation
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